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Woke women is a project which aims to share wom-
en empowerment through the promotion of body 
confidence and women sexuality and sharing their 
stories. The book that I created for my univesi-
ty final major project is a combination of illus-
trations, writings, images, collages and digital 
animations (which activate using the camera of a 
smartphone with Artivive app).
 
For this project I got inspired by everything I 
have been going through in my life. It is never 
been easy for a thick girl in Italy to accept her 
body the way it is. In my country, as a girl, you 

are not only being judge constantly if you don’t reach certain standards 
of beauty , but is also really difficult to express your sexuality freely. 
Moving to an open minded city as London I realised how important is to 
feel confident with your body and to feel free to express your sexuality 
and needs as a woman. One of the biggest inspiration of my project has 
also been instagram and how today girls self-expose themselves and their 
sexuality on social media. 

After the end of my course Woke Women is becoming a community, we are cre-
ating a brand and we are succesfully hosting events such as ehxibithion, 
talks, workshops.

































Some of the pattern,  motifs and embroideries  that I 
designed for Religion Clothing.



I had to create some embroidery feathers with some cut out space to go on a maxi dress. After 
some research, I sketched a few feathers on paper with ink and I tried to recreate those shapes’ 
drawing on Photoshop; when I was happy with them, I transferred everything on Illustrator and I 
created the technical drawing. The feathers would be composed by two differents laces and the 
middle part would be cut-out.







My designs - SS19 Religion



Two of the models which are been chosen from my sketches by the creative 
director.



Religion’s book measurements.





MY ANIMATIONS
Download ‘Artvive’ app in your phone, point at the image with your cam-
era and you will see the animations.




